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Subject & Object Pronouns / Possessive Adjectives & Pronouns / 
Refl exive Pronouns

GRAMMAR TEST

1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Until the detectives fi nd some valid evidence, ---- 
can only assume that ---- is guilty.

A)   they / he

B)   he / his

C)   their / him

D)   us / she

E)   we / hers

2. If we continue to exploit ---- natural resources, 
the time will come when we no longer have ---- 
sooner.

A)   their / theirs

B)   our / them

C)   them / their

D)   us / they

E)   my / ours

3. Molly and I both baked muffi ns for the party but 
everyone enjoyed ---- muffi ns better than ----.

A)   their / mine

B)   her / ours

C)   hers / me

D)   my / hers

E)   her / me

4. ---- is the kind of character I hope my children 
will have when ---- become adults.

A)   Mine / theirs B)   Your / their

C)   Yours / they  D)   His / them

  E)   Her / our

5. Because the principal took ---- time with the 
speech, Julia had to shorten the time of ---- at 
graduation.

A)   his / their  B)   their / her

C)   theirs / she  D)   our / her

  E)   his / hers

6. Most of Mike’s friends are so shallow that ---- 
only like people if ---- have a lot of money.

A)   we / theirs

B)   they / they

C)   them / ours

D)   his / his

E)   they / them

7. I can’t even write beautifully with ---- right hand, 
but you can write better than me using either of 
----.

A)   our / your

B)   mine / you

C)   I / yours

D)   me / ours

E)   my / yours

8. Our teacher doesn’t want her students to go to 
---- with a question before they fi rst try to fi gure 
out the answer ----.

A)   her / on their own

B)   hers / them

C)   him / their own

D)   them / by themselves

E)   their / themselves

9. Jeremy sends a gift box to ---- every year on his 
birthday to give the impression that ---- has a lot 
of close friends.

A)   him / his

B)   his / he

C)   them / its

D)   himself / he

E)   them / himself

10. The protesters tried to blockade the ministers’ 
entrance into the building because ---- did not 
agree with the ---- objectives of the meeting.

A)   theirs / theirs

B)   them / its

C)   they / their

D)   ours / his

E)   themselves / them
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11. If we want to make a progress and grow then 
we’ve got to think out of the box. We have to do 
---- that ---- else is doing.

A)   something / no one

B)   anything / someone

C)   someone / anyone

D)   everything / everyone

E)   anything / someone

12. ---- who want to stay in the house may do so, but 
the rest of us will go out and do ---- fun.

A)   The one / something

B)   These / anything

C)   That / everything

D)   The ones / nothing

E)   Those / something

13. I came here to see if there was ---- I could do to 
help, but there doesn’t seem to be ---- for me to 
do.

A)   anything / something

B)   something / anything

C)   nothing / something 

D)   everything / nothing

E)   anything / everything

14. Packing ---- you may need and getting ready for 
---- you may encounter is the best you can do 
while going camping.

A)   something / nothing

B)   everything / anything

C)   anything / something

D)   everyone / everything

E)   someone / anything

15. We need to fi nd ---- quiet for our summer 
vacation because ---- is more important for us 
than having a good rest.

A)   anywhere / nowhere

B)   everywhere / something

C)   somewhere / nothing

D)   nowhere / anything

E)   anywhere / everything

16. Norah says she can’t remember ---- that 
happened on the day of the accident, so we 
can’t say ---- about her fi ancé’s death yet.

A)   nothing / nothing

B)   something / anything

C)   everything / everything

D)   anything / anything

E)   nothing / something

17. Terry certainly hadn’t done ---- that deserved 
that kind of punishment from his parents, but 
obviously ---- was terribly misunderstood.

A)   something / something

B)   everything / nothing

C)   nothing / everything

D)   anything / something

E)   something / anything

18. ---- who want to join the management should 
apply before the end of the week. ---- who are 
late will not be evaluated.

A)   Everyone / The one

B)   Someone / Those

C)   Those / The ones

D)   Anyone / Everyone

E)   The ones / Someone

19. We have been getting frightening anonymous 
phone calls from ---- who says only that we are 
in some kind of danger but ---- else.

A)   anyone / something

B)   no one / anything

C)   someone / nothing

D)   everyone / everything

E)   someone / something

20. Aren’t you tired of repeating ---- your father did? 
You can always leave the herd and create ---- 
innovative and unique of yours.

A)   anything / nothing

B)   something / something

C)   anything/ nothing

D)   nothing / anything

E)   everything / something
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Forms of Other

1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Jeremy doesn’t care about what ---- people 
think. He does whatever he wants, however he 
likes.

A)   another  B)   other

C)   others  D)   the others

  E)   the other

2. John was teased and bullied by his classmates 
because he was different from ---- children in the 
classroom.

A)   the others

B)   others

C)   another

D)   some other

E)   the other

3. You should talk to ---- students to fi nd out 
what strategies they use to remember new 
vocabulary.

A)   the others

B)   another

C)   others

D)   other

E)   each other

4. I thought we had eaten everything in the house, 
so I was surprised to fi nd ---- box of crackers in 
the kitchen.

A)   another  B)   other

C)   the others  D)   others

  E)   one another

5. We will fi nally see how this information will 
be used in a project to improve the lives of ---- 
people in the most realist ways.

A)   other  B)   the others

C)   others  D)   the others’ 

  E)   another

6. In order to study ---- composers, Johann 
Sebastian Bach copied or arranged their musical 
scores.

A)   the others

B)   others

C)   another

D)   any other

E)   other

7. If the patient wants to get a second opinion, we 
can get ---- doctor to come here right now.

A)   the others

B)   some others

C)   others

D)   another

E)   other

8. The steak knives aren’t good like ---- knives, but 
they are certainly useful when there are steaks 
to cut!

A)   another

B)   the others

C)   some other

D)   others

E)   the other

9. High school baseball teams competed with ---- at 
the tournament, and the team that won the cup 
was congratulated by the mayor.

A)   one another

B)   the other

C)   other

D)   another

E)   any other

10. We have got ---- complaint about Mr Baker 
stating that he was observed assaulting ---- 
woman in the offi ce.

A)   the other / the other

B)   other / others

C)   another / another

D)   others / other

E)   some other / the others
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11. Jane tried pressing a button to turn on the lights 
but ---- happened, so she pressed ---- buttons to 
see which one worked.

A)   nothing / the other

B)   anything / some other

C)   something / the others

D)   everything / another

E)   nothing / others

12. As they suspected several people were partly 
involved, the police decided to concentrate on 
---- who was close to the victim.

A)   those

B)   the ones

C)   anybody

D)   others

E)   these

13. My brother who wanted to buy a car had not 
at all thought his credit card debts which he 
neglected to pay back for so long would cause 
---- a lot of trouble against ---- wish.

A)   him / his

B)   them / theirs

C)   ours / my

D)   his / mine

E)   us / ours

14. It is accepted that cell phone technology 
has completely changed the way people 
communicate with ---- today.

A)   them

B)   the ones

C)   themselves

D)   each other

E)   by itself

15. ---- brother and I had trouble with the police in 
Paris when he couldn’t fi nd ---- passport at the 
airport.

A)   Her / hers

B)   Mine / her

C)   My / his

D)   His / these

E)   Hers / my

16. The results of two new studies suggest that 
the brains of chimpanzees show a number of 
similarities to ---- humans.

A)   another

B)   the other

C)   those

D)   those of

E)   these

17. The quality of ---- products is as good as that of 
many other companies, while our prices are not 
as high as ----.

A)   these / ours

B)   his / their

C)   our / theirs

D)   ours / mine

E)   those / themselves

18. My elder brother could never hide ---- from ----; 
he shows his feelings all the time, which is not 
something desired.

A)   nothing / anyone

B)   something / no one

C)   anything / anybody

D)   everything / someone

E)   something / nobody

19. A group of ---- have been working on a project 
and ---- is the biggest one we have worked on 
and it will take some more time to be fi nished.

A)   them / they

B)   you / its

C)   you / those

D)   us / it

E)   us / these

20. I am afraid I accused ---- of ---- he didn’t do and I 
only hope I can make it up to him one day. I feel 
upset about it.

A)   him / something

B)   them / anything

C)   his / everything

D)   theirs / nothing

E)   you / something
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1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. The seagull is known to catch dead fi sh much 
more rapidly than live fi sh, because dead fi sh 
fl oat with ---- light underside up, making ---- 
easier to see.

A)   theirs / it  B)   one’s / its

C)   their / them  D)   that / by themselves

  E)   another / themselves

2. We stopped in İzmir to pay a visit to an old 
acquaintance of ---- on ---- way to a holiday 
resort in the south but we couldn’t fi nd him.

A)   us / its  B)   them / their

C)   theirs / ours  D)   my / my

  E)   ours / our

3. Shakespeare’s plays have been translated into 
every major living language and are performed 
more often than ---- of any other playwrights.

A)   one  B)   this
C)   ones  D)   those
  E)   the other

4. The citizens of Canada do not refer to ---- as 
Americans as the term “American” is widely 
understood to refer exclusively to ---- living in 
the USA.

A)   one / them

B)   themselves / the ones

C)   by themselves / those

D)   the others / theirs

E)   them / one

5. At the conference, the lecturer spoke so fast and 
---- words tumbled out, tripping over ----. Nobody 
was able to understand what he was talking 
about clearly.

A)   his / one another B)   its / another

C)   their / each other D)   one’s / others

  E)   him / some other

6. I can’t remember what my exact words were that 
fi nally convinced ---- boss, but he fi nally agreed 
to give ---- extension for the project.

A)   my / ours  B)   mine / me

C)   ours / them  D)   theirs / himself

  E)   our / us

7. I’m not sure how ---- students chose their 
respective fi elds of university study, but ---- 
was decided after I talked to my advisor one 
afternoon.

A)   those / my  B)   these / the other

C)   other / mine  D)   another / myself

  E)   theirs / it

8. It is now widely agreed that the international 
community ---- has the right to step in when 
national governments fail to protect ---- own 
citizens.

A)   itself / their

B)   themselves / theirs

C)   by himself / its

D)   oneself / our

E)   by itself / ours

9. Looking back, Emily says that she doesn’t 
regret ---- she said during that meeting which 
eventually led to ---- resignation.

A)   the ones / hers

B)   anything / her

C)   nothing / herself

D)   everything / one’s

E)   those / the others

10. Of these two candidates, we should hire ---- as 
our secretary because ---- about this one’s 
manner suggests a lack of interest in what she 
is supposed to do.

A)   this / anything

B)   another / something

C)   these / nothing

D)   the other / something

E)   others / anything
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11. The earthquake ---- the region at three in the 
morning, and many inhabitants ---- in their 
houses.

A)   will hit / slept

B)   was hitting / sleep

C)   hits / are sleeping

D)   is hitting / sleep

E)   hit / were sleeping

12. The management team ---- collectively to sell 
the company because it ---- too big for them to 
manage.

A)   decides / was getting

B)   decided / was getting

C)   will decide / got

D)   decided / will get

E)   decided / is getting

13. Police and fi remen ---- to put out the fi re caused 
by the bomb blast when a second explosion ---- 
the building.

A)   are working / shook

B)   worked / will shake

C)   were working / shook

D)   worked / shakes

E)   work / will shake

14. The insurance company claims the man only 
---- to be injured in the car accident so that he 
---- compensation.

A)   pretended / can collect

B)   was pretending / will collect

C)   pretended / could collect

D)   will pretend / collects

E)   pretends / collected

15. They ---- rainwater in a large barrel which they 
---- up against the barn to catch water coming off 
the roof.

A)   collected / are placing

B)   are collecting / will place

C)   collect / were placing

D)   were collecting / will place

E)   collect / place

16. A single encounter with new vocabulary ---- 
enough as it ---- to any great depth of word 
knowledge.

A)   will not be / didn’t lead

B)   was not / led

C)   is not / doesn’t lead

D)   will not be / leads

E)   cannot be / is leading

17. The witness ---- an amazingly accurate 
description of the criminal. She even ---- his eye 
colour! That surprised all the people dealing 
with the case.

A)   gives / knows

B)   didn’t give / knew

C)   will give / will know

D)   gave / knew

E)   won’t give / knows

18. Dönitz ---- a German naval offi cer and the creator 
of Germany’s World War Two U-boat fl eet. He 
also briefl y ---- Adolf Hitler as German head of 
state in the last months of the war.

A)   is / replaced

B)   has been / has replaced

C)   was / replaced

D)   was / had replaced

E)   is / replaces

19. If you ---- a certain phobia, such as a fear of 
spiders, probably the sight of a tarantula ---- you 
greatly.

A)   have / will disturb

B)   will have / disturbed

C)   had / disturbs

D)   were having / will disturb

E)   are having / disturbed

20. Scientists ---- a new genetic test for Alzheimer’s 
risk that can be used to predict the age at which 
a person ---- the disease.

A)   have produced / will develop

B)   have produced / has developed

C)   produce / will have developed

D)   produced / will have been developing

E)   are producing / will be developing
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1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. The bombings in Hiroshima and Nagasaki ---- in 
the immediate deaths of around 120,000 people 
while more ---- over time due to its nuclear 
radiation effect.

A)   have resulted / had died

B)   resulted / died

C)   will have resulted / die

D)   have been resulting / have died

E)   will be resulting / are dying

2. Racism ---- throughout human history and ---- 
wars, slavery and the formation of nations which 
keeps going on.

A)   will have existed / infl uenced

B)   existed / is infl uencing

C)   has existed / has infl uenced

D)   is existing / had infl uenced

E)   had existed / will infl uence

3. The construction project managers ---- to 
fi ve years in prison for their roles in the fatal 
collapse of the building they ---- two years ago.

A)   are sentenced / had built

B)   will be sentenced / have built

C)   have been sentenced / built

D)   sentenced / are building

E)   had sentenced / will build

4. In the tale, the wolf ---- the grandmother before 
Little Red Riding-Hood ---- into the house.

A)   already ate / had come

B)   is already eating / was coming

C)   had already eaten / came

D)   was already eating / is coming

E)   will have already eaten / has come

5. Gary ---- the managing director and the head of 
global relations of the bank for almost a decade 
when he ---- last week.

A)   was / resigns

B)   will be / is resigning

C)   has been / had resigned

D)   is being / will resign

E)   had been / resigned

6. Rome ---- areas like Crimea, Mesopotamia, 
Armenia, and Nubia at some point, but it ---- full 
control over them.

A)   had conquered / didn’t exercise

B)   will conquer / wasn’t exercising

C)   have conquered / exercised

D)   conquered / hadn’t exercised

E)   was conquering / don’t exercise

7. The dancers ---- the music for a long time when 
the inspector ----. Nobody had expected to be 
questioned about a murder that night. 

A)   have been enjoying / walked in

B)   were enjoying / was walking in

C)   enjoyed / walked in

D)   have enjoyed / walks in

E)   had been enjoying / walked in 

8. My parents ---- in the same company for more 
than twenty years, and they ---- both retired next 
year. They are planning to settle into a small 
town.

A)   had worked / would be

B)   have been working / will be

C)   were working / were

D)   are working / have been

E)   will have worked / are

9. A recent study ---- how foods ---- people 
differently, suggesting a reason for the 
inadequacy of a one-size-fi ts-all diet.

A)   will show / affected

B)   is showing / were affecting

C)   has showed / affect

D)   had showed / will be affecting

E)   will be showing / affected

10. The students ---- for almost an hour for their 
teacher to arrive until someone from the school 
management ---- them she wasn’t coming.

A)   had waited / told

B)   were waiting / will tell

C)   are waiting / had told

D)   had waited / will have told

E)   will wait / has been telling
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11. In Siberia, it can get so cold that the moisture in 
a person’s breath ----, and can actually be heard 
when it ---- to earth as ice crystals.

A)   has frozen / fell

B)   will freeze / will fall

C)   freezes / falls

D)   froze / is falling

E)   freezes / fell

12. In the past fi ve years, clinical trials ---- an 
attempt to reduce the progression of brain 
pathology before symptoms ----.

A)   began / have developed

B)   will begin / will develop

C)   had begun / develops

D)   have begun / develop

E)   begin / developed

13. He ---- as a spokesman for Volvo cars ever since 
he ---- a bad car accident in which he was saved 
by the safety features of his own Volvo.

A)   acted / has

B)   is acting / will have

C)   was acting / had

D)   acts / had had

E)   has been acting / had

14. By the time I ---- to hospital for the fi rst time, 
most of my hair ---- out due to extremely dry and 
cracked skin.

A)   admitted / fell

B)   will be admitted / has fallen

C)   was admitted / had fallen

D)   had been admitted / was falling

E)   will have been admitted / fell

15. Just as we ---- the exam room, the doctor ---- us 
back to add something to the prescription. He 
had forgotten to write the main medicine.

A)   leave / was calling

B)   are leaving / called

C)   left / had called

D)   were leaving / called

E)   had left / was calling

16. The labour union ---- to continue the strike until 
their demands ---- by the employers, otherwise 
they will keep staying in front of the factory.

A)   had vowed / met

B)   has vowed / are met

C)   vowed / will have met

D)   vows / were met

E)   will vow / have been met

17. My wife ---- in a bad mood ever since the 
Christmas party, she also ---- totally 
uncommunicative when I try to talk about it.

A)   has been / has been

B)   will be / is

C)   was / has been

D)   had been / had been

E)   is / will be

18. Just as I ---- to the bottom of the stairs, the 
subway ---- out of the station, leaving me behind 
and late for work.

A)   will get / zooms

B)   got / zoomed

C)   have got / had zoomed

D)   got / zoomed

E)   get / will zoom

19. By the time Richard ----, his father ---- a 
reputation in London, as a versatile designer of 
both churches and university buildings.

A)   is born / has established

B)   has been born / established

C)   will be born / will be established

D)   was born / had established

E)   had been born / established

 20. Primitive calculating machines ---- and were 
owned by many people long before the fi rst 
computers ----.

A)   exist / are developed

B)   had existed / developed

C)   existed / were developed

D)   will have existed / have been developed

E)   existed / were developing
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1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Since the 1880s, when they fi rst ---- taking 
classes at universities, women ---- with 
determination to gain higher education.

A)   started / have worked

B)   had started / had worked

C)   would start / will have worked

D)   could start / worked

E)   have started / have been working

2. I have been told by the company where I  
had an interview yesterday that they ---- me in 
their pool and notify me as soon as there ---- 
another vacancy.

A)   keep / will be B)   will keep / is

C)   kept / would be D)   would keep / was

  E)   are to keep / had been

3. Contrary to the expectations of the public, ever 
since a new government ---- power, the cost of 
living ----.

A)   has taken / increased

B)   would take / had increased

C)   had been taken / would increase

D)   took / has increased

E)   is taking / increases

4. It ---- that in the past decade the labour market in 
the United States ---- with more than 10 million 
undocumented workers joining to workforce.

A)   is estimated / has increased

B)   estimated / increased

C)   was estimated / has been increasing

D)   has been estimated / had increased

E)   is being estimated / increases

5. My father, who ---- in the area since 1960 when 
he ---- from England, has seen the region evolve 
from a rural environment to a metropolis.

A)   is living / has emigrated

B)   lives / had emigrated

C)   has lived / emigrates

D)   was living / would emigrate

E)   has been living / emigrated

6. A meteor storm ---- when the Earth ---- through 
a meteor swarm or a concentrated ribbon of 
debris recently shed by a comet.

A)   has occurred / had passed

B)   occurred / would pass

C)   had occurred / has passed

D)   will occur / passed

E)   occurs / passes

7. Yale graduates ---- with the proper use of 
resources in 1880s and Yale University ---- a 
leading role in the development of natural 
resource management since then.

A)   involved / played

B)   have been involved / had played

C)   were involved / has played

D)   had involved / played

E)   were to be involved / will play

8. Thimerosal is a preservative that ---- in some 
vaccines since it ---- by Eli Lilly Company for the 
fi rst time in the 1930s. 

A)   is used / introduced

B)   has used / was being introduced

C)   has been used / was introduced

D)   was used / has been introduced

E)   will be used / is introduced

9. When he ---- about the miscalculations in the 
yearly budget, the manager ---- us to write a brief 
report as to what the main reason might be.

A)   had learned / has wanted

B)   learned / wanted

C)   will learn / may want

D)   has learned / had wanted

E)   would have learned / would want

10. The spacecraft Vostok 1, carrying cosmonaut 
Yuri Gagarin, ---- one orbit around the globe on 
April 12, 1961, which ---- about two hours.

A)   has completed / had lasted

B)   had completed / will last

C)   was being completed / has lasted

D)   completed / lasted

E)   completes / lasts
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11. At the athletics competition there ---- an 
expectation that Maria ---- comfortably, but she 
fi nished only third.

A)   is / will win 

B)   has been / will have won

C)   had been / won

D)   was / would win

E)   will be / has won

12. Prior to the invention of the measles vaccine in 
1963, more than 90 per cent of kids ---- measles 
by their 15th birthday. But today, few parents of 
young children remember what that ---- like.

A)   gets / is

B)   got / had been

C)   had got / was

D)   has got / is

E)   got / was

13. The Industrial Revolution ---- a period of 
development in the latter half of the 18th century 
that ---- largely rural societies in Europe and 
America into urban ones.

A)   marked / has transformed

B)   marked / had transformed

C)   had marked / transformed

D)   was marking / was transforming

E)   marked / transformed

14. During the medieval period, the chess game 
frequently ---- hours or even days, which ---- to a 
number of changes to the existing rules.

A)   lasted / was leading

B)   lasted / led

C)   had lasted / led

D)   has lasted / has led

E)   had lasted / has led

15. Maria ---- a lot more effort into her fl ute practice 
recently and ---- to make really good progress. I 
believe she will be a master of it.

A)   has been putting / is starting

B)   has put / had started

C)   puts / has started

D)   put / would have started

E)   had put / will start

16. For better or worse, cell phones ---- an 
indispensable part of most people’s everyday 
lives and people ---- living without their phones.

A)   had become / might not imagine

B)   are becoming / won’t be imagining

C)   will become / hadn’t imagined

D)   have become / can’t imagine

E)   were becoming / haven’t imagined

17. The President ---- claims that his administration 
---- minorities, saying fi ve out of twenty Cabinet 
secretaries came from the community.

A)   has dismissed / will oppress

B)   is dismissing / had oppressed

C)   dismissed / had oppressed

D)   had dismissed / has oppressed

E)   will dismiss / oppressed

18. During the festival, the beach ---- a special-event 
parking fee of $40 for non-residents and it ---- for 
more than a week.

A)   had charged / lasts

B)   will be charging / will last

C)   was charging / is lasting

D)   has charged / had lasted

E)   is charging / lasted

19. As they ---- local people to work as interpreters 
for the International Security Assistance Force, 
this ---- a huge chance for Jake to be around the 
military.

A)   had hired / will be

B)   have hired / was

C)   will hire / have been

D)   are hiring / had been

E)   were hiring / was

20. A new study ---- that parents who are exposed to 
chemicals found in detergents, shampoos and 
conditioners ---- with birth defects in children.

A)   has revealed / may be associated

B)   will reveal / had been associated

C)   is revealing / will associate

D)   had revealed / have been associated

E)   was revealing /  associated
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1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Extreme sunburn ---- very serious and it ---- 
serious health problems like skin cancer in the 
long run.

A)   would be / must cause

B)   must be / will cause

C)   can be / can cause

D)   has been / may cause

E)   has to be / might cause

2. Coal ---- an alternative for curing tobacco as it 
produces three times more heat than fi rewood, 
but its price of US$60 per tonne is prohibitive for 
many farmers. 

A)   could be  B)   must be 

C)   can’t be  D)   needs to be

  E)   doesn’t need to be

3. Pregnant women ---- consuming raw milk and 
unpasteurized cheese and fruit juice since 
they contain harmful bacteria that can lead to 
miscarriage.

A)   had to avoid B)   are able to avoid

C)   can be avoided D)   must avoid

  E)   don’t need to avoid

4. My parents ---- me during the day to fi nd out 
about my well-being, and they get worried if they 
---- me.

A)   have to call / shouldn’t reach

B)   are used to calling / can’t reach

C)   must call / mustn’t reach

D)   used to call / might not reach

E)   have to be calling / wouldn’t reach

5. The music channel ---- closely in tune with what 
youth culture wanted in the past, but it is said to 
have lost its touch in the last decade.

A)   need to be  B)   must be

C)   used to be  D)   has to be

  E)   would be

6. Unfortunately, we ---- the release of the 
album because we ---- a few more last-minute 
adjustments to it.

A)   shouldn’t delay / may do

B)   used to delay / must do

C)   would delay / had to do

D)   must delay / need to do

E)   should delay / used to do

7. I know that the clinics in Nepal are extremely 
different compared to the ones that I ---- in. It’s a 
challenge that I am excited to overcome.

A)   have to work

B)   am used to working

C)   need to work

D)   may be working

E)   would be working

8. The ants we ---- under stones in our gardens 
don’t have wings and cannot fl y, so the fl ying 
ants are usually a bit of a surprise for many 
people.

A)   are used to seeing B)   must see

C)   would be seeing D)   have to see

  E)   need to see

9. A growing body of research indicates that too 
much sitting ---- harmful to your health, even if 
you exercise regularly.

A)   must be  B)   has to be

C)   need to be  D)   used to be

  E)   can be

10. The international terrorism threat in the UK is 
currently rated as severe, and businesses ---- 
anything about the threat but they ---- aware of 
it.

A)   mustn’t do / would be

B)   can’t do / must be

C)   wouldn’t do / can be

D)   needn’t do / had to be

E)   don’t have to do / used to be
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11. Aristarchus of Somos was a Greek astronomer 
who ---- the geocentric idea which claims the 
Sun and other planets revolve around the Earth.

A)   dared to oppose

B)   would rather oppose

C)   might oppose

D)   should oppose

E)   could be opposing

12. If you really ---- a credit card, you ---- different 
cards to see what they offer and how much the 
annual fees are.

A)   might get / may compare

B)   are to get / might compare

C)   should get / needed to compare

D)   need to get / should compare

E)   could get / must compare

13. It seems that China ---- from better ties with 
Venezuela’s opposition parties, and it ---- a word 
on Venezuela’s future.

A)   could benefi t / could have

B)   must benefi t / should have

C)   might benefi t / is supposed to have

D)   had better benefi t / may have

E)   is to be benefi ting / could have

14. The achievement I had at the competition was 
what I had hoped for, but ----. I wasn’t so  
self-confi dent.

A)   shouldn’t expect

B)   hadn’t been to expect

C)   hadn’t dared to expect

D)   wouldn’t have to expect

E)   shouldn’t be expecting

15. My parents ---- I had studied medicine at 
university instead of engineering; however, I ---- 
them that I would be unhappy studying it.

A)   would like / could convince

B)   would prefer / was to convince

C)   would sooner / will be convincing

D)   would prefer / might convince

E)   would rather / was able to convince

16. I will ask all of my friends if they ---- an  
end-of-year party next weekend. If I ---- enough 
people, I’ll give up the idea.

A)   would rather attend / mustn’t gather

B)   should attend / couldn’t gather

C)   would like to attend / can’t gather

D)   might attend / shouldn’t gather

E)   would prefer to attend / might not gather

17. If there is a doctor, he ---- the one to treat heart 
issues during matches, but the players ---- how 
to treat themselves and each other in case of an 
emergency.

A)   should be / must be taught

B)   may be / should be taught

C)   had better be / are to be taught

D)   ought to be / had better teach

E)   must be / would be taught

18. Nick is afraid that his little brother ---- down the 
same path of substance abuse that he has in the 
recent past.

A)   had to go

B)   dare to go

C)   is supposed to be going

D)   need to go

E)   might be going

19. If you live in Ontario, you ---- to delay your train 
trips for the weekend because the train workers 
---- on a strike.

A)   need to want / must go

B)   might want / might be going

C)   could want / will go

D)   must want / are to go

E)   would want / should be going

20. The only congressman who was criticised in 
the public debate was Mrs McDuffi e, who ---- the 
people the bad news.

A)   has to tell

B)   dared to tell

C)   needed to tell

D)   ought to tell

E)   must tell 
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MODALS

1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. He ---- anything else for a gift, but he decided to 
go with an unconventional yet ingenious option.

A)   could have chosen

B)   must have chosen

C)   should have chosen

D)   might be chosen

E)   may choose

2. Apple fans ---- with the same iPhone design for 
the last consecutive months, so this fresh new 
design will be a welcomed change undoubtedly.

A)   could have done B)   didn’t have to do

C)   should have done D)   have had to do

  E)   might not do

3. According to a report released recently, but for 
a huge intelligence failure by US authorities, the 
terrorist attacks last year ----.

A)   may have been prevented

B)   must have prevented

C)   was to prevent

D)   might be prevented

E)   could have been prevented

4. We ---- a lot of money and time if we had known 
all the useful features of the new machines but 
we had no idea about what they were.

A)   must have saved B)   can’t have saved

C)   could have saved D)   should be saving

  E)   might not have saved

5. According to a new study, the world’s most 
famous dinosaur, Tyrannosaurus rex, could not 
move at a high speed because its legs ----.

A)   would have broken B)   couldn’t have broken

C)   must be broken D)   should have broken

  E)   ought to break

6. The accounts ---- for the second time but they 
weren’t so nobody could realize the accountant 
had made a mistake in some of the calculations.

A)   ought to be checked

B)   must have been checked

C)   can’t have been checked

D)   should have been checked

E)   may be checked

7. You ---- that book as the professor said that it 
was optional and that we could read it only if we 
needed extra credit.

A)   can’t read  B)   haven’t read

C)   mustn’t read D)   needn’t have read

  E)   hadn’t read

8. Someone ---- into their house while they were 
out for dinner because they found the door lock 
broken when they came back.

A)   should have broken

B)   will break

C)   must be breaking

D)   must have broken

E)   are supposed to break

9. The residents on the island, where an 
earthquake killed more than one thousand 
people, ---- more help but bad weather hindered 
the aid efforts.

A)   will receive

B)   might have received

C)   have received

D)   can’t have received

E)   don’t have to receive

10. I’m very lucky to be part of such a great 
programme and a great school. It’s been a 
wonderful period for me, and I ---- for more.

A)   shouldn’t have asked

B)   couldn’t have asked

C)   didn’t have to ask

D)   hadn’t had to ask

E)   wouldn’t have asked
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11. Some parts of the country ---- energy shortage 
in the near future so urgent measures ---- to 
prevent the problem.

A)   will face / needn’t be taken

B)   could face / should have taken

C)   are to face / had been taken

D)   might face / must be taken

E)   can face / will have taken

12. Thanks to the contribution of the foundation set 
up by a charity to protect street children, many 
of them ---- under care so far.

A)   have been taken

B)   will be taken

C)   were to take 

D)   ought to have taken

E)   may be taking

13. Television ---- you a very good idea of how 
people live in different countries as it ---- scenes 
from every day life.

A)   could give / was to be depicted

B)   may give / can depict

C)   can be given / might depict 

D)   must give / should be depicted

E)   has to give / used to depict

14. Tens of thousands of people who ---- pay off 
their private student loans ---- their debts erased 
due to missing paperwork and incomplete 
ownership records.

A)   couldn’t / have to see

B)   might not / must see

C)   must / will see

D)   are to / are supposed to see

E)   haven’t been able to / could see

15. A team of scientists suggest that the sudden 
extinction of the mammoths some 12,000 years 
ago ---- a dramatic effect on the Earth’s climate 
as they emitted tons of methane into the air.

A)   could be having

B)   should have had

C)   may have had

D)   must be having

E)   needn’t have had

16. When the pain ---- unbearable, the doctor ---- my 
mother a pain killing injection and she felt fi ne 
after some time.

A)   became / had to give

B)   has become / would have given

C)   had become / could be given

D)   becomes / should have been given

E)   became / has given

17. I realized that I ---- a very grave mistake, which 
I ---- for a very long time but it was too late to 
change it and I had to pay a very heavy fi ne for 
that.

A)   have made / might regret

B)   made / may regret

C)   had made / would regret

D)   could make / have to regret

E)   can make / would have regretted

18. The employer’s plan to save jobs ---- even 
though it ---- the management any more money.

A)   was rejected / wouldn’t have cost

B)   rejected / couldn’t cost

C)   had rejected / may not have cost

D)   has been rejected / needn’t have cost

E)   might reject / wouldn’t cost

19. Evidence of the many struggles of Scotland’s 
history ---- in the ruins of the country’s old 
castles.

A)   was to be seen

B)   should be seen

C)   must have been seen

D)   would have been seen

E)   can be seen

20. Sometimes, politicians ---- to keep the public 
opinions under control during televised debates 
or interviews.

A)   would try

B)   are to try

C)   can try

D)   need to try

E)   had better try 
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1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Martha ---- a very good nurse because she is 
very caring and good at looking after people.

A)   must have been made B)   would make

C)   used to make D)   was to have made

  E)   could be made

2. Until fridges were invented, people ---- food 
much more frequently as they went off in a short 
time.

A)   could buy

B)   may have to buy

C)   should have been bought

D)   must have had to buy

E)   could have been bought

3. You ---- to pay the rent tomorrow as you know 
that the landlord is very strict about paying on 
time.

A)   might not forget

B)   may not forget

C)   haven’t forgotten

D)   don’t have to forget

E)   mustn’t forget

4. You ought to have called your parents and let 
them know where you were as they were worried 
that you ----.

A)   will have got lost B)   have got lost

C)   might have got lost D)   can’t have got lost

  E)   will be getting lost

5. The new supervisor ---- suffi cient training and 
experience in public speaking regarding the 
beautiful way he articulates his thoughts.

A)   should have  B)   must have had

C)   had better have D)   will have had

  E)   used to have

6. The police were suspicious of the man at fi rst 
but he eventually ---- them that he was innocent.

A)   could convince

B)   was able to convince

C)   will convince

D)   has been convinced

E)   can convince

7. People buying weapons online ---- them in 
person and show ID instead of getting them 
delivered to their home in a bid to stop teens 
getting hold of them.

A)   will have to collect B)   could collect

C)   should have collected D)   might collect

  E)   must have collected

8. You ---- many things to say about how much 
you have improved but what you ---- up to now 
reveals it more accurately.

A)   can’t have / may have done

B)   should have / did

C)   had had / will have done

D)   were able to have / might do

E)   may have / have done

9. We ---- the football match before it ---- snowing 
too heavily and it snowed the whole weak 
without stopping.

A)   used to fi nish / has started

B)   were able to fi nish / started

C)   had fi nished / could start

D)   might fi nish / starts

E)   have had to fi nish / had started

10. Every penny the charity raises helps the 
homeless, and even the smallest donation ---- a 
vital difference.

A)   used to make

B)   needn’t have made

C)   can make

D)   couldn’t have made

E)   might have been made
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11. The latest fi ndings on the effects of coffee ---- 
from two different studies that suggest coffee 
---- to a longer life.

A)   are coming / must be tied

B)   will be coming / should be tied

C)   came / will be tied

D)   are come / were to be tied

E)   come / might be tied

12. Studies show that many young athletes ---- the 
truth about their symptoms all the time because 
they ---- to continue playing.

A)   aren’t telling / wanted

B)   weren’t told / are wanted

C)   don’t tell / want

D)   won’t be told / will want

E)   aren’t told / want

13. Once operational, travelling between the two 
cities -a distance of 440 kilometres- ---- one hour 
and 38 minutes in the bullet train.

A)   took

B)   is taken

C)   was taking

D)   will take

E)   was taken

14. The Vice-President of India ---- by the members 
of an Electoral College, which ---- of the 
members of the two Houses of Parliament.

A)   was elected / consisted

B)   elected / consists

C)   is electing / is consisted

D)   is elected / consists

E)   was electing / was consisting

15. People ---- penalties for not having health 
insurance, and employers ---- to provide 
coverage for full-time employees in the USA 
soon.

A)   didn’t face / aren’t being required

B)   weren’t facing / weren’t required

C)   won’t be faced / don’t require

D)   aren’t faced / aren’t required

E)   won’t face / won’t be required

16. In our country, we ---- an environment where 
questions ---- in a positive and constructive 
manner without the fear of punishment.

A)   will be created  / are to be asked

B)   must create / can be asked

C)   created / will ask

D)   are created / will be asked

E)   were creating / could ask

17. The close collaboration between the unions and 
political parties ---- by many union offi cials, so 
the government had to take steps to prevent it.

A)   was exploited

B)   was exploiting

C)   is exploiting

D)   will exploit

E)   exploited

18. The blood supplies of the blood centre ---- as 
quickly in summer season because many 
donors are on vacation.

A)   can’t be replaced

B)   haven’t replaced

C)   didn’t replace

D)   won’t replace

E)   weren’t replaced

19. The design of the station ---- by the Mysore 
Palace, which ---- around the same time after a 
fi re incident razed down the original structure.

A)   infl uenced / is being rebuilt

B)   is infl uenced / will be rebuilt

C)   was infl uenced / was being rebuilt

D)   will infl uence / was rebuilt

E)   will be infl uenced / is rebuilt

20. Before joining the religious group, he ---- to 
various temples in the city and ---- special 
prayers by the members of the group.

A)   took / was offered

B)   will be taken / will be offered

C)   will take / is offered

D)   is taken / was  offered

E)   was taking / offered
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1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. The hospital management said no one ---- by the 
smoke, so patients ---- to other wards so as not to 
be infl uenced.

A)   had been affected / were moved

B)   has affected / are moved

C)   affected / will be moved

D)   is affected / had moved

E)   was affecting / had been moved

2. By this time next year, the playground in our 
neighbourhood ---- with a new and improved one 
and the children in this area will be happier.

A)   have been replaced

B)   will have been replaced

C)   had been replacing

D)   will replace

E)   are replaced

3. The Italian mafi a ---- of starting the major wildfi res 
that ---- across the slopes of Mount Vesuvius near 
Naples.

A)   accused / will spread

B)   was accused / are spread

C)   will be accused / will be spread

D)   is accused / had spread

E)   has been accused / have spread

4. The second day of the auditions for the dance 
contest turned out to be effi cient and productive. 
By the end of the day, all of the fi nalists for the 
next step ----.

A)   were being chosen B)   had been choosing

C)   will be chosen D)   had been chosen

  E)   would be chosen

5. Last night, the Smiths ---- a call from the 
pet motel that they had left their dog, Sadie, 
informing them that she ----.

A)   were received / escaped

B)   received / will be escaped

C)   have received / was escaping

D)   had received / is escaped

E)   received / had escaped

6. Environmentalists ---- out after the old tree near 
the Crimson Road ---- despite a sign at the spot 
warning people not to.

A)   have spoken / was cut

B)   had spoken / cut

C)   were spoken / is cutting

D)   are speaking / is cut

E)   spoke / will be cut

7. If you ---- dinner before 8 p.m., eating a normal, 
healthy meal after that time ---- your stomach, so 
you should be careful about it.

A)   haven’t eaten / isn’t going to disturb

B)   weren’t eaten / isn’t disturbing

C)   hadn’t eaten / wasn’t disturbed

D)   aren’t eating / won’t be disturbed

E)   weren’t eating / hadn’t disturbed

8. The smallest star ever recorded – one about the 
size of Saturn – ---- by a team of astronomers 
and they will announce it after they have 
analysed it thoroughly.

A)   is being discovered

B)   has been discovered

C)   was discovering

D)   discovered

E)   will be discovered

9. Just a few hours before his death, Andrew 
---- his mum, asking her to come pick him up 
because he ---- to come home for a while.

A)   called / wants

B)   has called / will want

C)   was calling / is wanted

D)   had called / wanted

E)   would call / has wanted

10. The construction fi rm ---- guilty just three days 
earlier to that horrible incident in connection 
with another accident at a construction site.

A)   found  B)   had found

C)   had been fi nding D)   had been found

  E)   has been found

Perfect Tenses & Perfect ModalsPASSIVE & CAUSATIVE
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11. Closing our eyes to the current crisis won’t ---- it 
----. It’ll only allow it to escalate. We should do 
our best so as not to be affected.

A)   get / to be disappeared

B)   have / to disappear

C)   let / disappeared

D)   make / disappear

E)   get / disappear

12. My cousin, who is a doctor, strongly urges my 
mother to ---- her blood pressure ----, together 
with her heart.

A)   get / to examine

B)   make / to examine

C)   have / examined

D)   get / to be examined

E)   have / examining

13. New employees who are uncomfortable with 
the company’s operating style usually quit 
themselves, or are made ----.

A)   quit

B)   to quit

C)   quitting

D)   be quit

E)   to be quitting

14. I had struggled to get my children ---- normally 
for as long as I could remember. They refused to 
eat most fruits, and any kind of green vegetable.

A)   eat

B)   to eat

C)   eating

D)   eaten

E)   be eating

15. It is supported by studies that the joy that dwells 
within us increases and multiplies, especially 
when we ---- it ---- freely from us to all those we 
encounter.

A)   get / fl own

B)   have / fl ew

C)   let / fl ow

D)   make / fl own

E)   have / to fl ow

16. Placing area rugs around the room is more 
effi cient; then you just have to have the rugs ---- 
instead of the entire carpeted area.

A)   to clean

B)   clean

C)   cleaning

D)   be clean

E)   cleaned

17. Don’t make any more noise and make the 
neighbours ---- upstairs again. They can call the 
police for that, you know.

A)   come

B)   to come

C)   coming

D)   to coming

E)   came

18. Drones are mostly used as surveillance tools 
to help soldiers on the ground conduct either 
capture operations or let them ---- terrorists.

A)   to hunt

B)   hunting

C)   hunted

D)   to be hunt

E)   hunt

19. I had my hair ---- about two weeks ago and had a 
severe allergic reaction. I’m thinking of suing the 
hairdresser for that.

A)   dye

B)   to dye

C)   dying

D)   be dyed

E)   dyed

20. The suspect is said to have threatened to kill 
him inside the jail or ---- him ---- outside the 
court prior to his death.

A)   make / to murder

B)   get / murdered

C)   have / murder

D)   get / murdering 

E)   let / murder
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1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. In England, umbrellas ---- only by women until 
the practice ---- by Jonas Hanway. He was the 
fi rst man to have carried an umbrella.

A)   used / was to be popularized

B)   have been used / was being popularized

C)   should have been used / popularized

D)   were used / was popularized

E)   had been used / would be popularized

2. While his father ---- at the hospital next week, 
John ---- his affairs at the company. He will be 
very busy.

A)   is being treated / will be looking after

B)   will be treated / will look after

C)   has been treated / will have looked after

D)   is going to treat / must look after

E)   must be treated / is looking after

3. Because of the hurricane, by January, the 
farmers who ---- will have little or nothing to 
harvest and ---- the few reserves they have.

A)   were affected / had used up

B)   affected / were used up

C)   have affected / will be using up

D)   will affect / have been used up

E)   have been affected / will have used up

4. When tea ---- in China in prehistoric times, it ---- 
as a vegetable relish and for medical purposes.

A)   had cultivated / had used

B)   would have been cultivated / used

C)   has been cultivated / is used

D)   was cultivated / was used

E)   had been cultivated / has been used

5. The word atom is derived from the Greek and ---- 
by Democritus as a fundamental unit of natural 
matter around the 4th century BC.

A)   is popularized B)   was popularized

C)   has popularized D)   popularized

  E)   had been popularizing

6. By the time my boss wanted me to prepare a 
feasibility report, I ---- the annual income project 
I ---- on for two weeks.

A)   had fi nished / was working

B)   have fi nished / have been working

C)   fi nished / have worked

D)   had fi nished / had been working

E)   should have fi nished / will be working

7. As opposed to popular belief, spinach,  even 
though it ---- widely by people, ---- to have the 
same iron content as any other green vegetable.

A)   consumes / proves

B)   has been consumed / had been proved

C)   is consumed / has been proved

D)   had consumed / has proved

E)   is being consumed / will have proved

8. A chemical compound that ---- when oxygen and 
other gasses react in sunlight, ozone ---- the 
earth from the effects of sun light.

A)   formed / has protected

B)   forms / may have been protected

C)   is formed / protects

D)   has formed / could be protected

E)   will have formed / will have protected

9. If you wanted to fi nish the project on time you 
should have made your friends ---- you design 
the cover of your paper.

A)   to help  B)   being helped

C)   to have helped D)   help

  E)   helping

10. As I have put on weight recently, I have to get 
the tailor ---- my suit before my graduation 
ceremony.

A)   to take in  B)   taken in

C)   take in  D)   to taking in

   E)   having taken
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11. Many non-smokers ---- that the advertising of 
cigarettes ---- completely from all aspects of the 
media.

A)   think / should be banned

B)   have been thought / will be banned

C)   are thinking / must ban

D)   thought / has to ban

E)   had thought / may be banned

12. Workers ---- temporary repairs, but now 
the ancient sundial ---- to Seattle for a total 
restoration.

A)   made / will be taken

B)   have made / was taken

C)   will make / is taken

D)   are making / was taken

E)   had made / took

13. We ---- the leftovers to the dog because nobody 
---- to eat the same meal again the next day.

A)   have given / had wanted

B)   give / would have wanted

C)   may have given / is wanted

D)   can be given / wants

E)   gave / wanted

14. From the rich to the poor, and from workers to 
farmers, regardless of the differences in the 
quality of food they ----, almost all of Egypt ----, 
with several food options available.

A)   enjoyed / were well fed

B)   were enjoyed / well fed

C)   had enjoyed / had been well fed

D)   enjoy / feed well

E)   enjoyed / fed well

15. It takes more than asking to get Philip ---- 
because he is the laziest person you can fi nd in 
a ten-mile radius. I don’t know what he will do if I 
leave him.

A)   work

B)   worked

C)   to work

D)   working

E)   to be working

16. Jodie always wanted to be an actress ever since 
the days she used to line up all her dolls and ---- 
them ---- in different voices at the age of fi ve.

A)   have / to speak

B)   make / speak

C)   get / spoken

D)   let / speak

E)   make / spoken

17. A new dam is being built outside the town, and 
the engineers hope to ---- it ---- by the end of 
August or the beginning of September.

A)   get / to fi nish

B)   have / fi nish

C)   make / fi nished

D)   get / fi nish

E)   have / fi nished

18. Appropriate actions ---- based on the fi ndings 
of an inspection. If there is a health hazard, the 
establishment ---- to be closed down.

A)   are made / is ordering

B)   were making / ordered

C)   will be taken / will be ordered

D)   have been taken / is ordered

E)   will take / has ordered

19. Unfortunately, the poor little boy on the second 
fl oor ---- with chicken pox almost as soon as he 
---- from measles.

A)   has gone down / recovered

B)   would go down / has recovered

C)   went down / recovered

D)   will go down / has been recovered

E)   had gone down / recovered

20. It ---- that the criminal ---- early on account of 
good behaviour, discipline and his participation 
in various institutional activities.

A)   is reported / released

B)   has reported / had released

C)   had been reported / will be released

D)   is reporting / was  released

E)   was reported / had been released


